WELLNESS AND ENTERTAINMENT

Starhotels has thought about “something more” to make its hospitality even more refined,
in line with the best Italian tradition.
Great care is dedicated to details and many little attentions to make guests feel at home,
complying with all their wishes.
Starbed: the new beds, protagonists of the Starhotels rooms. Large and comfortable
“nests” made of soft feathers, keepers of the guests’ dreams. An invitation to rest and
relax after an intense day of work. Layers as white as a cloud, soft sheets, ergonomic
matresses, impalpable eiderdowns and lots and lots of pillows.
Nothing cheers you up more than a ”good night sleep” in a comfortable Starbed.
Pillowmania: a true menu with a wide range of pillows offering our guests a broad
selection based on their needs.
From latex to kapok, from millet to spelt, a series of anallergic pillows are available in
various

anatomic

shapes

for

cervical

problems,

comfortable

reading

in

bed,

micromassages at the neck and shoulders.
This variety of choice can satisfy even those that generally bring their own pillow from
home.
Night Comfort Kit: when spending an unforeseen night away from home, Starhotels
offers its Night Comfort Kit including everything one needs to spend a true “GOOD
NIGHT”.
This is the magic word printed on the back of the oversize unisex t-shirt made of soft white
cotton included in the kit. Just put it on and you’ll feel at your ease, ready for a comfortable
sleep and free to move within the muffled space of the room before falling asleep. The
“GOOD NIGHT” nightshirt has become a souvenir from Starhotels stays to wear for
leisure time.
Ladies will find a visage cleaning set inside the kit, in addition to a comb and a dental
cleaning set. The shaving products are dedicated to men.

The Night Comfort Kit is reserved to Easytravel Club members.
Room video library: For those coming back to the hotel and willing to spend the evening
in their room after a pleasant dinner served at the hotel’s restaurant or, why not, directly in
the room, Starhotels offers a wide range of movies: from comedies, to thrillers and
cartoons to be enjoyed while “sprawled” in your Starbed.
Starbeauty: a courtesy service pour homme & pour femme, on request, with a line of
products featuring flowery notes for a state of pure enjoyment. From the deodorant to the
ultradelicate visage cream, from the shaving cream to the hydromassage relax bath oil.
The range of products covers every specific need in addition to a series of little “useful
tools” for an impeccable toilet. From now on no more problems in forgetting
something in your beautycase; just request Starbeauty at the reception with its wide
range of personal care products and we will “serve” it directly in your room.
Fitness Room: The Fitness Rooms, open 24/7, are equipped with exercise bikes,
weights, treadmills, steps and abdominal benches. They are the perfect place to relax
after a stressing day and stay fit to the rhythm of music.
Starhotels Restaurants: real “oases” of taste, they delight our guests with delicious
plates from the traditional and international cuisine.
Our chefs offer a series of certified organic cooking, a symphony of prime quality flavours
and ingredients: fresh pasta, delicate desserts, Italian vintage wines, with the colours and
flavours of Italian cooking. And an ever-present ingredient: creativity.
Baby Sitting: thanks to the baby sitting service, available on request, you can spend your
time in total freedom. To leave your children with watchful and entertaining
professionals and enjoy a special evening at leisure.
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